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It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In case of any doubt, the consultancy should be taken
from the legal, financial, tax, or another professional law practitioner All the items of information which have been given below
are not to be given exhaustively and they can never be considered a part of various contractual relationships. It is our utmost
desire that the information given in this white paper should be accurate, up to date and all the products, services, technical
architecture, token distribution, company timelines, moreover, all these materials could have changed without any notice and
they can never be considered a binding agreement of the professional advice. 

This white paper does not bound any individual to enter into any contract or enter into any binding legal commitment to the
contribution. This white paper also does not constitute any form or any part of any opinion but only a concept of participating in
the world's first blockchain-driven, mission-based economic, social experiment. This white paper also does not have any
capacity to bind any person to enter into any contract or consider it a binding legal commitment to the contribution of the
whitepaper. Even no sales and no cryptocurrency or any other form of payment can be accepted based on this white paper.  But,
be sure that any advancement or any date, or any new information of this token will be made available for the private and public
contributors. 

It is also announced that the white paper has not been examined by any regulatory authority and it has not been approved by
any legal firm so the information given in this white paper cannot be taken under the laws or any regulatory authority or any
rules of any jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that its publication, distribution, or dissemination does not imply the applicable
laws, the regulatory requirements, and the available rules

L E G A L  D I S C L A I M E R

W H I T E  P A P E R
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This white paper is intended to provide a reader-

friendly digest of DeFi cryptocurrency Larecoin

and it's underlying dApp technolgies. Binance

Smart Chain BEP20, Larecoin (LARE) is an all-in-

one market ready MVP for earning passive income

by staking, lending, or holding the Larecoin.

Larecoin stable network allows and assists

consumers to manage their digital assets &

collectibles completely decentralized. Anyone

who despoits, holds or provides liquidity for

assets on the Larecoin Smart wallet earns rewards

and interest on their positions in LARE. Investors

can also earn interests on their digital assets  by

adding to liquidity various pools on Larecoin

(network of smart contracts that process all

transfers for a specific pair).

A B S T R A C T

W H I T E  P A P E R



Larecoin is a Utility Token registered with the SEC and
deployed as an ERC20 token back in 2018. The utility of
Larecoin (LARE) on it's underlying Smart Wallet and
Decentralized Exchange platform shall drive demand as our
community grows.

Larecoin smart wallet and decentralized exchange (Web, iOs
and Android) offers users a rewarding, incentivized
gamification and foundation to generate, earn or farm
rewards. Such rewards not limited to in exchange for deposit
making, staking, yield farming, bounties, lotteries and
collectibles. 
 
Larecoin offers unparalleled flexibility continually extending its
offerings to support crypto processing across an even wider
array of digital assets, management and blockchain solutions.
Upon launch of the Smart Wallet, Larecoin community is
enabled to Send, Receive and Convert Digital Assets instantly.
 
Our exchange enables the conversion of Larecoin back to BNB,
ETH or USDT FREE of any transaction fees. Growing 20k+
Community and much more awaiting LARE right over the
horizon!





Larecoin (LARE) Tokenomics
Larecoin (LARE) is a non mint-able utility token registered with the SEC in 2018. Originally deployed as an ERC20 token on Ethereum's Main Net. On May
29, 2021, Larecoin burns 85% of 57,982,504,262.24895734 LARE ERC20 and the remainder 8,697,375,639.337343 LARE ERC20 has been burnt as
follows: 1/3 of the total supply available 2,899,215,463.1 LARE ERC20 burnt to Viterlik Buterin, Founder of Ethereum,
Address:0xAb5801a7D398351b8bE11C439e05C5B3259aeC9B ; 2,899,215,463.1 LARE ERC20 burnt to Mark Cuban Public Address
0x293Ed38530005620e4B28600f196a97E1125dAAc ; 2,899,215,463.1 LARE ERC20 burnt to Golem Foundation (https://golem.foundation/) Ranked
#134 top ETH wallets on Ethereum blockchain Address: 0x3d4530082C3Eb60F58aF03f79b1eD3F40E591cd1 ; which holds 116,399.79058 Eth (Approx.
$460+m worth). On June 1, 2021, Larecoin pivots in a new direction by deploying enhanced smart contracts for Larecoin (LARE) BEP20 version, Smart
Wallet, DEX and blockchain platform LareBlocks on Binance Smart Chain (BSC). BSC is cost efficient, scalable and provides limitless infrastructure for
Larecoin (LARE) as a token, it's underlying dApps and LareBlocks Blockchain Platform. Larecoin's (LARE) BEP20 v3 BSC Smart Contract has been audited
by TechRate (https://techrate.org/) and is designed to accept LARE ERC20 from any of it's original 58 holders, redeem and return the equivalent in value
LARE BEP20. Let's get to the details!
 

Larecoin (LARE) BEP20 Total Supply: 
116,000,000,000.0000 LARE

 
348m LARE is to be sold on a first come first serve basis (0.0000274 BNB per 1 LARE) directly through it's BSC smart contract address. We locked 45%
of the total supply available 52,200,000,000.0000 LARE BEP20 to PancakeSwap! Only 5% allocated towards fundraising rounds. 2.7% of the total supply
available 3,132,000,000.0000 LARE BEP20 will be allocated towards cross/ co listings, endorsements, product placements, partnerships and brand
marketing.  We've restricted 15.5% of the total supply available 17.9b LARE BEP20 from trading for a period of 7 years. 80m LARE for initial liquidity
pools. And locked 4.5% or 5.22b LARE BEP20 in the BSC smart contract logic to redeem LARE BEP20 from it's original counterpart LARE ERC20. Any
amounts left unredeemable will be burnt. 12% of the total supply available 13,920,000,000.0000 LARE BEP20 will be used to support Larecoin BSC
Smart Contract logic to reward it's users in LARE for deposit making, staking and yield farming on its underlying dApp Smart Wallet & Exchange solution
for Web, iOs and Android. 15% of the total supply available 17,400,000,000.0000 LARE BEP20 is burnt directly to Changpeng Zhao, founder of Binance.

 Our developers don't hold whale stakes in Larecoin relieving concerns about dev dumps or unloads. Larecoin Smart Wallet and P2P crypto exchange is
engineered to create demand for the Larecoin (LARE) BEP20 tokens. LARE BEP20 to be paired with other BEP20, ERC20, DeFi tokens and Stablecoins. 

We are a one of a kind project that's paving it's own cryptocurrency path, join us.

https://golem.foundation/)
https://techrate.org/


Larecoin (LARE) Tokenomics

We are a one of a kind project that's paving it's own cryptocurrency path, join us.



 TOKENOMICS

 Name----------------------------------------------------------------------- LareCoin
 

Symbol---------------------------------------------------------------------------- LARE
 

Total Supply----------------------------------------------------- BURNT 47b
 

Platform----------------------------------------------------------------------- ERC-20

Exchange ----------------------------------------------------------------EtherDelta
 
 
 

 TOKENOMICS

 Name------------------------------------------------------------------------ Larecoin
 

Symbol---------------------------------------------------------------------------- LARE
 

Total Supply----------------------------------------------------- 116B LARE

Presale------------------------------------------------------------ 348M LARE
 

Platform----------------------------------------------------------------------- BEP-20

Exchange -----------------------------------------------------------PancakeSwap
 
 
 5 %  V I t a l y  B u t e r i n  w a l l e t

5 %  M a r k  C u b a n  w a l l e t
5 %  G o l e m  F o u n d a t i o n  w a l l e t
< 1 6 %  r e d e e m a b l e  f o r  B E P 2 0

ERC20

1 5 %  t o  C h a n g p a n g  Z h a o

BEP20
Larecoin (LARE) Tokenomics



Larecoin (LARE) Tokenomics

We are a one of a kind project that's paving it's own cryptocurrency path, join us.
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We are a one of a kind project that's paving it's own cryptocurrency path, join us.

LARECOIN (LARE)
BSC SMART CONTRACT

SECURITY AUDIT
BY TECHRATE.ORG

MAY  28 ,  2021

4 :30 -6 :00  AM  EST



Larecoin (LARE) will act as a bridge converter between BTC, ETH, USDT, BNB, ERC 20, ERC27, BEP20, BEP27 on DEX

ETH

USDT

ERC20

BEP20
BNB

BTC

BEP27

ERC27

LARE



Smart features include facial & fingerprint recognition as
well as Voice Command, Security features and more...
Larecoin Smart Wallet is completely decentralized and makes digital life easy

Smart Wallet

These are some of the important features:
Easy to use: 
It’s a fun simple easy solution to manage your digital
assets and collectibles 

Highly secure: 
Identity protection and all access keys secured with
multilayer high level security features not limited to
facial, voice and fingerprint recognition.

Allows instant transactions even in space:
Larecoin smart wallet provides intermediator-free
P2P LIGHTNING SPEED transactions at a fraction of
the cost.

Compatible Bridges
Allows transactions across multiple cryptocurrencies.
This helps you do easy currency conversions from one
coin into another.



At present, 85% of our users reliant on desktops to
manage digital assets and run DEX's efficiently.
Larecoin plans to make it simple to Wallet & DEX
on the Web or on the Go.

With mobile flexibility,
we can expect to grow
our users by 200%.

Manage your
Assets &

Trade
on

the
Go



Larecoin exchange offers exemplary staking services. Larecoin staking ensures users'

funds are safe by leveraging effective security measures providing Secure Asset Fund for

Users (SAFU). Our staking method at the time of writing is arguably one of the safest and

eco-friendliest methods (for cryptocurrency) to earn passive income for simply holding a

deposit in the crypto your staking, similar to a CD (Certificate of Deposit) that earns you

recurring interest. Crypto staking is quickly becoming a practice of gaining passive income

by merely storing/ locking up funds for a fixed period of time. Since staking

cryptocurrencies necessitates certain technological crypto know-how and compliance

criteria, Larecoin staking platforms are useful for allowing investors, including those

lacking technical knowledge of cryptocurrencies, to stake proof of stake (PoS) coins and

receive rewards. The staking network lends you their professional skills and authenticates

stakes on your behalf for a small percentage of your staking prizes, allowing you to receive

submissive profits. The substantial growth of crypto staking has seen a boom in staking

platforms allowing investors to earn staking rewards seamlessly. Staking platforms that

enable investors to collect staking incentives have sprung up in response to the rapid

growth in crypto staking. If you're interested in earning a passive income by staking and

love supporting charities, this is the place to be.

Unlike proof of work, there is no
need of a specific equipment or
hardware for crypto staking.
Proof of stake works with no
equipment requirements. The
only requirement is to hold the
coin for an interval of time by
the holders on any exchange

N O  H A R D W A R E  I S
R E Q U I R E D

Stake holders earn
incentives by holding
and controlling their
digital wealth. Passive
income for the
beneficiary is the reward
of staking.

P A S S I V E  I N C O M E

The biggest issue in the
modern world is security and
privacy, and Larecoin
provides a swift and stable
portal that is backed by the
Larecoin contract, making
him superior to others.
Larecoin contract is offering
a highly secure and fast
platform to the users for
staking crypto.

H I G H L Y  S E C U R E D  W I T H
T H E  H E L P  O F  L A R E C O I N
C O N T R A C T

S C A L A B I L I T Y

M O R E  C O S T - E F F E C T I V E

As Proof of stake
blockchains are less
energy-consumers, they
are more environment
friendly. Thus, they have a
lower carbon footprint
and have little or no
environmental effects.

E C O - F R I E N D L I E R

 In the Blockchain world, scalability is a
concept that is often used. It refers to a
computational process's potential to be used
or generated in a variability of ways. Proof of
stake protocols, as shown by Larecoin higher
transaction outputs and lower fees, make for
greater scalability.

Proof of stake blockchains are always
inexpensive and less energy-consuming
platforms with no particular and expensive
hardware requirements. Unlike proof of work
chains, POS is more cost-effective and eco-
friendly. So, the stake can earn more passive
income by using Larecoin.
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Larecoin Exchange is completely decentralized and is engineered to facilitate transactions in chain and cross chain



Larecoin Decentralized Exchange
DEXs (Decentralized exchanges) aim to tackle the problems that impede
centralized structures by building peer-to-peer (P2P) marketplaces
directly on the blockchain. Larecoin's DEX specific, autonomous
decentralized applications that allow cryptocurrency buyers or sellers to
trade without having to give up control over their funds to any
intermediary. Decentralized exchanges reduce the danger of theft from
the hacking of exchanges as traders don't have to transfer the assets to
the exchange, LareDex is more secure and mitigates hacking risks.
Moreover, Larecoin decentralized exchange also can prevent price
manipulation or faked teasing volume through wash trading, and are more
anonymous than exchanges that implement know your customer (KYC)
requirements. Larecoin Dex will provide its users the opportunity of
exchange into top cryptocurrencies while keeping the user’s assets and
personal data secure and private.



Decentralized crypto exchanges offer advantages that impact digital asset custody
and diversity, transactional trust, trading fees, and investor privacy.

1-Mitigating hacking risk:

Decentralized exchange users are not required to transfer
their assets to a third party. As a result, there is no possibility
of a firm or organization being hacked, and users are
protected from theft and hacking.

2. Preventing market manipulation:

Due to their nature of allowing for the p2p exchange
of cryptocurrencies, DEXs prevent market
manipulation, protecting users from fake trading and
wash trading.

3. Anonymity:

Decentralized exchanges do not require customers to fill
out know-your-customer (KYC) forms, offering privacy and
anonymity to users.

4. Lower Fees: 

Self-executing smart contracts are used to run
decentralized exchanges. DEXs employ the same
"gas" cost structure as the Ethereum blockchain
they're based on in the absence of a middleman.
These prices change in relation to network use, but
they are still far less than the prices of centralized
alternatives.

5. Trustless transactions

 Larecoin smart contracts, DEXs execute trades and record
them to the blockchain, enabling trustless transactions. And
since DEXs do not hold your funds, they are less likely to be
targeted by hackers.

Benefits of Exchnage

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/trading-investing/wash-trading/
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/glossary#trustless


Larecoin Exchange is completely decentralized and is engineered to facilitate transactions in chain and cross chain



Larecoin Exchange is completely decentralized and is engineered to facilitate transactions in chain and cross chain

IDE





Larecoin Exchange is completely decentralized and is engineered to facilitate transactions in chain and cross chain

Chain (LBC) Smart Chain (LBSC)

 
A fast and secure decentralized digital asset exchange based on the highly

performant matching engine built on distributed consensus.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BEP2 Token
 BEP8 (to be supported)

Pegged Coins (BTC, ETH, XRP…)
Proof of Stake and BFT

Governance (Voting, Listing..)
Orderbook/Match Engine

Cross-Chain Transfer
 
 
 

 This dual-chain architecture will empower its users to build
their decentralized apps and digital assets on one blockchain
and take advantage of the fast trading to exchange on the other.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
EVM Compatible
Proof of Staked Authority
Cross-Chain Transfer
Block time ~3 seconds



Chain (LBC)

Larecoin Exchange is completely decentralized and is engineered to facilitate transactions in chain and cross chain

Smart Chain (LBSC)

Main Network
Test Network

Main Network
Test Network



Larescan
 What can LareScan be used for?

 

W H I T E  P A P E R

Exploring Larecoin addresses
 

Few features include
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BTM Network

Fire Proof Enclosed Security Cabinet
Built in Stereo Amplifier | Speakers | Mic
Internal Cooling Fans | Fingerprint Scan

Facial Recognition Camera
Passport/ ID Scanner | QR Reader

Credit/ Debit Reader
200 Note Receiver | Coin Return

Receipt Printer | GPS Modem | Wifi
Power Supply | Power Cord

LED Lighting

Larecoin - Two Way
BTM/ATM Kiosk

i7 Series CPU | 32/64GB
RAM | 1TB HDD

LAN | GRAPHICS CARD 
32in Touch Screen Monitor

Larecoin will enable qualified vendors to acquire rights within territory to BTM routes as Larecoin BTM Network expands



BTM Network
TOP SELLING POINTS

 
POWERFUL TOUCHSCREEN COMPUTER 

20 YEAR LIFESPAN 
5 YEAR MANUFACTURER WARRANTY

PARTS & REPAIRS INCLUDED
WE SELL AT OUR COST + 20% AND STILL
BEAT COMPETITOR PRICING BY 400% 

RECURRING REVENUE MODEL PER
TRANSACTION SPLIT 50/50

GLOBAL NETWORK EXPANSION
WE PROVIDE THE BTM SOFTWARE AND DEX 

WE HELP PLACE YOUR BTMS IN BUSY
LOCATIONS

Shop Owner keeps 100% of all DEBIT/
CREDIT withdrawal profits 

Its time to replace old standard outdated ATM machines with New Advanced Smart Touchscreen BTM technology



Integrated Marketplaces

Larecoin offers Web, iOs, Android and in person BTM Kiosks with integrated marketplaces for shopping for top brands



Integrated Marketplaces

When launching your dApp with LareBlocks IDE developers can integrate third party applications in their smart contracts



Food, Travel and Hospitality

Larecoin isn't all coin you know?! It's where our community comes together at dinner, on a vacation or for a house party

That's right! There are no limits...
 

  Order Food for Take Out or Delivery...

Book a flight, rent a car or carpool...

Its simple and easy to do...

Reserve a Hotel Room, Buy or rent Property

It's Fun...



Social, News and Education

Larecoin isn't all coin you know?! It's where our community comes together at dinner, on a vacation or for a house party

Social Features

 Profiles
Images
Videos

Connections
Inbox/ Messages

User Wall
Notifications

Account Settings
Referral Link

Aggregated News Education

News Feed
Breaking News

Blockchain News
Crypto & Stocks

LARE/ PAIRS tickers
Technology News

Environmental
Politics

Business
 

E-Learning Module
Trading Simulation

and more
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New Forests, Inc.

New Forests, Inc.





Daniel Fainman

Simba Ndemera

Ari Zoldan

Kiet Nguyen

Cache Merrill

Greg Bianco B. Dicostanzo Adam Wolfe | Mike Miglio Rostislav Gogolauri

CEO
CFO

CMO
COO

CTO

CTO

LegalLegalCBDOChairman



Our mission is to simplify decentralized digital asset management and

exchange so a baby can do it. Transparency is important to us, and we

stand behind our community. We want to make the world a better place

especially for next generations. 

Our mission is to create a next-generation complete all-in-one crypto

currency platform with a decentralized blockchain to give every person

in the world an equal chance to manage and improve their financial

security while simultaneously rewarding investors who hold Larecoin in

their portfolio's, without compromising privacy.

MISSION

W H I T E  P A P E R



Transparency & immutability

With the larecoin, each time exchange of coins is recorded
on the blockchain, an audit trail is present to trace where
they came token from. This can not only help improve
security and prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses,
but it can also help verify the authenticity of the traded
assets.

Transaction traceability

Larecoin is far more secure than other record-keeping
systems because each new transaction is encrypted and
linked to the previous transaction. Larecoin is formed by a
complicated string of mathematical numbers and is
impossible to be altered This immutable and incorruptible
nature of Larecoin makes it safe from falsified information
and hacks once formed. 

Ease of use

Ease of use is Larecoin's key priority. All you need is a smart
device, an internet connection and instantly, you become
your own asset manager, bookkeeper, collector and payor

Why Larecoin?

Lower Fees

The fees associated with Larecoin transactions are far less
than those associated with bitcoin, ethereum, debit/ credit
cards as well as wire transfers, and BACS payment

W H I T E  P A P E RVISION

We aim to build a
decentralized
ecosystem above
bank grade security,
transparent
infrastructure, secure,
cost-effective, and
lightning speed block
processing  times. 



Our key
company
strategies 
for the year

1

2

3

Build a product accessible on all devices

Keep it clean, easy and simple

Grow a community of empowered contributors



This key metric is based on the behavior that users satisfied
with the product are likely to recruit 2.5 new users.

By the middle of 2022, our
number of users should
increase by 50,000.

Build a product accessible on all devices
This is our plan as we build a product accessible on all devices.



500,000
New Users

$5 Billion
Target Revenue

Our 2 Major Goals



Our community is growing 20k+

Growing
Community

People — employees,
students, educators, life
coaches — are limited in
the way they present
information.

As the world becomes
increasingly mobile, so
should the different ways
we can transact digitally.

A strong engineering
foundation is critical as
we make a presentation
platform accessible on
all devices.

Just imagine the ease of
access from any device
and still as effective as
on a preferred device.

With mobile flexibility,
we can expect to grow
our users by 200%.

At present, 85% of our
users reliant on desktop
wish they could recieve,
send and trade assets on
the go. 

By the middle of 2022,
our number of users
should increase by
50,000.

This key metric is based
on the behavior that
users satisfied with the
product are likely to
recruit 2.5 new users.

Scope of work might
change mid way but that
is okay.

Changes are inevitable,
and this could potentially
push back target dates of
our goals.



TRANSPARENCY
is what a growing community wants



Roadmap

Burn ERC20 to new
BEP20 version of

LARE, deploy on BSC

1

Initiate token sale 348m
LARE 50% DISCOUNT

(0.0000274 BNB/ LARE)
Raise 10,545 BNB

 

2 3

Launch Larecoin
Smart Wallet

4

List 58b LARE on
PancakeSwap



Exchange Listings to
follow

Roadmap

This is our plan as we launch
we intend on listing LARE on
the following exchanges



Grow a community of new
generational wealth
demand ease of our dApp technologies in the days to come.
Our success is proportional to the number of empowered users 



Thank you!


